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As the State Rep of the WA Branch of the Incorporated Australian Association of Family Therapy, I would like to
welcome you all to our first Professional Development for 2017. We are opening the first PD of 2017 as the new
AAFT WA Branch with a State Representative and support group of interested, dedicated and passionate
professionals to provide you with Professional Development events to promote family therapy in WA.
In 2011 the Victorian Association of Family Therapy (VAFT) officially transitioned to become the national
association of family therapy, Australian Assoc of Family Therapy (AAFT). VAFT began with some 15 members;
AAFT now boasts over 900 members with 70% Clinical Members and 30% Associate Members. As of June 2016,
WA has 40 Associate Members and 35 Clinical Members.
As AAFT has undergone changes to become a National body, WA has also been impacted. We have transitioned
from WAFTA with a Chairperson, Aldo Gurgone with a Committee to the WA Branch of AAFT with a State
Representative and a group of enthusiastic volunteers who assist the State Representative. These are currently: –
Anne Holloway- State Representative
Marie Louise Collins
Angela Ranallo
Robyn Loughrey
Kate Barrett-Lennard
Paul McNeela
I would like to honour Aldo Gurgone as one of the founding members of the Western Australian Family Therapy
Association (WAFTA) which operated from 1982 – 2000 with Aldo Gurgone and Jim Crawley. Aldo has kept
family therapy alive in WA with his family therapy training programmes at William Street; many workshop
presentations around the State and creating an Association. Consequently, he has a phenomenal presentation in
Family Therapy in this State. If Dr. Geoff Goding was the Foundation President and is regarded as the grandfather
of Australian Family Therapy Nationally; having introduced the approach in 1970 to the Bouverie Clinic in
Melbourne, then Aldo is the grandfather of Family Therapy in WA.
In April 2006, Aldo and Roxanne Garven hosted a meeting for those interested in working with families;
approximately 40 people attended. The purpose of the meeting was to provide an update on developments in the
field of family therapy in Australia, specifically to discuss the development of an Australian Association of
Family Therapy (AAFT) and to determine whether there was sufficient interest to set up a group or an association
here in WA. It was decided in 2006 to become the WA Family Therapy Interest Group of which initially there
were eight members.
At the April 2006 meeting, there were conversations about what people wanted from the group; the first being
regular professional development meetings with guest speakers. This fits with the Objectives of the current
National Assoc of AAFT i.e. The purpose of the Professional Development presentations is to promote family
therapy in the State of WA and to increase membership of AAFT.

